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SUMMARY
This report describes the work performed during this contract
period to determine the applicability of systems utilizing aerobic immo-
bilized biological agents under aerobic conditions for the treatment of
human waste in space capsules. Several fixed bacterial beds were de-
signed and constructed for conducting experimental studies in the labora-
tory. Two large packed columns containing a microbial layer grown on
the surfaces of a polypropylene growth support were operated continuously,
first individually and then in series. After appropriate conditioning on
domestic sewage, the columns were converted to a form capable of acting
upon human waste-water mixtures. Operated in series, the columns re-
duced the chemical oxygen demand of feces by 80 to 85 percent in a single
pass. This was accomplished with the following conditions:
l) Ratio of urine to feces mixture - 0
2) Loading rate - 4.5 liters /br (1000 mg
of feces per liter)
3) Aeration rate - 600 liters/hr
4) Volume - 48 in x 5.5 in (diarrl)
5) Temperature - 28°C
6) pH - 6.5
7) Configuration. -- Maspac (polypropylene saddles)
packing, random orientation
It was demonstrated by use of the large columns that feces could
support microbial growth in a fixed-bed continuous-flow system.
In a smaller apparatus the feasibility of using electrochemically
generated oxygen at the sites of microbial activity was demonstrated.
Experiments with Serratia marcescens showed that after 24 hours the
growth rates of electronically aerated cultures were practically identical
to those of mechanically aerated cultures.
With mixed cultures, microbial growth was maintained for periods
of several days on an anode generating oxygen, over which feces-water
mixtures were recirculated. As a result, the feces-water mixture was
clarified and depleted of organic matter; Using only electrochemically
generated oxygen, it was possible to maintain a constant total presence of
ii
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02 in the column, indicating that 02 can be delivered electrochemically at
a constrnt rate that exactly meets the needs o[ the microbial growth.
Although these experimental devices were deliberately made small relative
to the quantity of growth medium and their efficiency under operating con-.
ditions was not expected to be equal to that of the large columns, still, a
reduction of 45 percent in chemical oxygen demand was achieved.
Thu3, this study has resulted in the successful operation of a micro-
biological fixed-bed system utilizing electrochemically generated oxygen.
iii
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of prolonged manned space voyages, it becomes in-
creasingly important to close the ecological system in order to avoid the
weight and volume penalties imposed by expendable life-support materiel
such as food, oxygen, and water. A critical subsystem in a closed eco-
logical system is the disposal of wastes produced by the occupants of the
mission. It would be very desirable to be able to treat human wastes, such
as feces and urine, in such a manner that they would be rendered innocuous
and aesthetically acceptable and could be converted to products suitable for
use in the food-production system.
Although there are many types of waste-treatment processes, at
present only microbiolo_'ical processes are capable of converting these
wastes into biological energy sources and such basic substances as carbon
dioxide, nitrate, phosphate, sulfate, vitamins, amino acids, etc. Since
these substances are in a biologically available form, they can be used
directly as nutrients for food synthesis subsystems which may employ such
organisms as hydrogen-oxidizing bacteria or algae.
A number of microbiological waste-treatment processes are well-
established for treating conventional sewage, but only a few major studies
have been performed regarding their application for the treatment of high-
density human waste in a gravity-free, closed ecological system. Of the
two major types of biological processes, aerobic and anaerobic, an aerobic
process appears to be the most advantageous method for a closed system
becau._.:e no toxic or undesirable by-products are produced. The fixed-bed
method is a particular type of aerobic pi_ocess in which the microflora
grow as a film on solid surfaces in a complex ecology and is especially
attractive for prolonged space flight. Fixed beds have been shown to be
reliable and simple to operate, and because of the large variety of micro-
organisms in the biofilm, they are resistant to the harmful effects of
sudden high loading to a greater degree than other biological processes.
In addition, fixed beds recover relatively rapidly from the effects of toxic
materials. Another projected advantage of the fixed-bed method is that it
may be possible to overcome some of the problems associated with opero
ating a liquidogaS system under zero-gravity conditions.
!
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The ._ctivated sludge process, for example, consists of a suspension of
microorganisms and is dependent for efficient operation upon ,apid transfer
of dissolved oxygen. With a fixed bed it should be possible to provic!e the
microorganisms with a continuous supply of oxygen by integrating or com-
bining the water electrolysis system directly with the biofilm. The problem
of oxygen transfer under gravity-free conditions could thus be minimized.
The purpose of this study, then, was to ues . r,, construct, and eval-
uate the performance characteristics of a bench-scale fixed-bed syste,_1 to
treat highly concentrated human wastes. As a substitute for supplying oxy-
gen by aeration, electrochemical means of providing oxygen directly to the
microorganisms was explored.
The first task in this study was a literature review of the fixed-bed
waste tre_:tment process. Subsequent to the literature search_ a fixed-
bed syste_._ was constructed and conditioning with domestic sewage was
initiated. Several smaller fixed-bed devices utilizing electrochemical
generation of oxygen were also operated.
The resu'ts of this program indicate
i) The stability and resilience of fixed-bed waste-treatment
systems
2) The ability of fixed-bed systems to operate on
human waste alone
3) The feasibility of maintaining an aerobic culture
using electrochemical generation of oxygen
4) The feasibility of reducing the chemical oxygen
demand of human feces on a fixed microbial bed
supplied by oxygen electrochemically generated
directly at the bed support.
-2-
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A conventional trickling filter, or fixed bed for the treatment of
domestic and industrial waste generally consists of a circular structure
containing a bed of crushed stone, slag, or some other hard and insoluble
1
material. Eckenfelder and O'Connor have described a polystyrene filter
material/or this usage manufactured by Dow Chemical Co. that has been
tested recently with success, and polypropylene and polyethylene materials
of various configurations have also been used. The waste liquids are usually
sprayed onto the bed by rotary distributors at frequencies from 2 to 60 times
per hour. The liquids trickle downward through the matrix supporting the
growth of the microorganisms involved in the stabilization, and beneath
the bed are drains that collect the effluent and allow for ventilation.
Aerobic conditions are usually maintained by a flow of air through the
filter bed, which is induced by the difference between the density of the
atmosphere within and outside the bed. Forced draft ventilation is used
when the sevcage !oad is high.
As biodegradable organicLwastes are passed, either continuously or
intermittendy, over the supporting matrix of the bed, a gelatinous film
containing rnicroorganisms acts as the oxidizing agent. This zoogleal film
consists of microbial cells in various stages of activity, organic matter
in various stages of digestion, and a variety of oxidized and nonoxidized
organic and inorganic residues. Colloids are adsorbed by the film where
they ar. precipitated and hydrolyzed to less complex molecules, while
soluable organics diffuse into the film where they are oxidized by the
diverse enzymatic activities of the microorganisms.
Since the first major use of trickling filters in England in 1893, their
use for domestic and industrial waste treatment has spread throughout the
2
world. The advantages of such systems, according to Babbit and Baumann
are
t) High degree of nitrification in waste
2) Dependable stabilization of waste
3) Ability to function over a wide range of conditions
4) Resistance to shock-level loads of organic wastes
5) Low power requirements
-3-
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All systems of waste treatment require periodic surveys of their
_fficiency of operation because of the possibility that some of the waste
materials may be toxic and destroy or inhibit the active biological agents.
The evaluation of domestic and industrial treatment systems has most
commonly cc _sisted of a comparison of the suspended solids, pH, temper-
ature, or biochemlcal oxygen demand (BOD) of the influent wastes with the
corresponding trait of the effluent. _robably the most widely used of these
criteria has been BOD, i.e. , the oxygen required by biological agents to
utilize and degrade organic wastes.
Another procedure that has also found wide application in determining
the concentration of oxidizable organic material is the determination of the
chemical oxygen demand (COD). This method, which involves oxidation of
the system with potassium dichromate, is particularly useful when the
wastes are known to have a fairly constant composition and has the advantage
of being considerably faster than determination of BOD.
2. i FILTER CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATIONS
Biological filters for the treatment of domestic and industrial waste
may be classified as standard (low) or high rate systems. They may be used
in one or two stages with or without recirculatio_ of filter effluent. The low-
rate systems usually operate with intermittent dosing at hydraulic loadings
of 2 to 6 M gal/acre/day and organic loadings of i500 to 7500 lb/acre-ft/day,
on filter beds six feet deep.. High-rate filters usually employ recirculation
in single or two-stage units. A portion of the filter effluent is fed back to
the primary clarifier or the filter influent. The hydraulic loading may vary
from i0 to 30 M gal/acre/day; in recent system_ loading has been as high
as i00 M gal/acre/day. These high rate filters have equally high organic
loading characte ristic s.
Low-rate filters are simple and reliable, and have higher efficiencies
than high-rate systems, whereas the high-rate filters are smaller, cheaper,
and comparatively free of odor. I-4
Figure i shows a typical arrangement for the one-stage filter system
i
described by Eckenfelder and O'Connor.
influent_ __pr_i_m..ary_ f_er_econdar_ effluent_
__ _r
Figure i. Typical One-Step Filter System
-4"
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Examples of typical two-stage filter systems described by the same
authors, with the usual schemes for recirculation of processed wastes,
are presented in Figure 2.
1st stage recycle Znd sta_e recycle
influent __ i_fi_'_ _ 1 effluent•k__./
_influent---_clarifierJ-- _ filter/ _tarxne_ _-,._L-/ I"
_t __ _ ! t"_ 1_
1st sta_e recycle Znd stage
recycle
i st stage 2nd stage
recycle recycle
Figure Z. Typical Two-Stage Filter System with Usual Recirculation Patterns
2
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Imhoff et alo have stated that two-stage systems have the capacity
of one-stage systems that are twice as deep (ca. 12 feet} and in addition
have better ventilation and are r, mre efficient.
2.2 BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM
The effectiveness of the trickling filteris based upon the close passage
of waste liquids and suspensions over a stationary matrix covered by a film
of active biological agents. The extent and depth of this film will vary ac-
cording to temperature, rate of feed application, degree of aeration, and
depth of the filterbed. In practice, the temperature has generally been an
4
uncontrollable variable. (Imhoff et al. reported that a loss in efficiency
of 40 percent can be expected for a drop in temperature from 20 ° to 10°C. )
One explanation for the reliabilityof the trickling filter system is
based upon an apparent stratificationof microorganisms in the filterbed.
Hawkes 5 has reported that nitrifying organisms are more effective if iso-
lated from the other organisms which occur in the cleaner depths of the
matrix, or in the cleaner second filterunit oi the two-stage process.
Hawkes believes that nitrifying is limited in the activated sludge floc be-
cause of the proximity of all microorganisms.
A problem usually associated with commercial trickling filters is
flooding or ponding of the influent wastes_ which restricts aeration and
creates pockets with septic conditions. However, in a well-conditioned,
low-rate bed various scavengers, such as protozoa, worms, and various
5
larvae, feed upon the film and prevent excessive accumulation of liquids,
High-rate systems appear to have fewer ponding problems because some
film is mechanically removed by the flow of waste liquids. This removal
may result in slightly lower efficiencies, but the need for the scavenger-like
forms of life is greatly diminished. Nutritional control of film quantity is
also pnssibleo 5 Growth of the film may be controlled by the frequency of
intermittent dosing or by continuous dosing with more dilute influent resul-
ting from increased recirculation. £he best method of controlling slime
growths has been to induce sloughing by allowing the film to dehydrate
6
s lightly.
A large variety of microorganisms have been reported to be present
in commercial trickling filters. Butterfield and Wattle 7 found that 3 x 10 8
bacteria per cc may be present in a fixed-bed film. The microflora include
-6-
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bacteria, fungi, protozoa, and algae. The most important single organism
appears to be the bacterium Zooglea ramigera , which produces slime.
Protozoa, although they do not contribute significantly to waste decompo-
sition, feed on bacteria and thereby help to maintain biological equilibrium.
The interrelationships between the various organisms composing the fixed
bed are extremely complex, but much progress in understanding these
processes has been made in recent years.
2.3 BOD REMOVAL IN COMMERCIAL TRICKLING FILTERS
The efficiency of BOD reduction is not directly related to the total
i11m or growth of microorganisms, but rather to that part of the film which
I
acts as the active oxidizing agent. According to Eckenfelder and O'Connor,
a unit v'_lume of filtermatrix has a limited capacity to reduce BOD, i.e. ,
assimilate organic materials into cell materials and produce metabolic
by-products. When the limiting capacity is exceeded, no further removal
of material is possible. The limiting capacity i_ related to temperature,
quantity of active film, and rate of oxygen transport through the filter bed
and film. Schulze 9 found that anaerobic zones develop if the depth of the
film exceeds Z to 3 ram.
The major portion of a liquid applied to the surface of a filter passes
through the bed rapidly, the remainder trickling slowly through the film-
coated matrix. BOD reduction occurs by biosorption and coagulation of
material in the part of the Hquid that passes through rapidly and by pro-
gressive removal of soluble components from the slowly trickling portion,
which has an increased residence time.
Since the residence time of the waste materials in the filter is de-
pendent upon hydraulic loading, it can be expected that the degree of BOD
reduction is also dependent on the hydraulic loading. At high loadin_s, the
reduction is nearly equivalent to that attained by absorption in the co_,en-
tional activated sludge process and depends largely on the chemical nature
of the organic materials. At low loadings the increased contact time re-
sults in increased BOD reduction, just as increasing contact time in the
activated sludge process results in lower BOD.
Several mathematical relationships have been used to relate BOD
reduction to contact time. According to Eckenfelder and O'Connor 1 the
fraction of BOD remaining after treatment is directly proportional to the
-7-
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contact time, ifinmaking the calculations one assumes first-order kinetics.
This relationship can be expressed as follows:
Le -Kt
= eL
O
where L e = BOD remaining in filter effluent
L ° = BOD applied to filter after mixing with
recirculated effluent
K = function of active film per unit volume
t = contact time which is related to depth
of bed and hydraulic loading
The mean contact time can be expressed as follows:
CD
t =
Qn
where t = contact time, D = filter depth, Q = hydraulic loading, and the
constant C and exponent n incorporate surface and viscosity effects and
therefore will vary with the type of filter matrix.
"!
Eckenfelder and OIConnor have reported mean residence times of
0.5 to 7.5 rain for high-rate filters in comparison with an average residence
time of 40 to 60 rain for the low-rate filter systems.
2.4 TYPICAL DATA OBTAINED WITH TRICKLING FILTERS
2
Babbitt and Bauman reported the analysis of a hlgh-rate filtration
system operating in Port Washington, New York. The data are presented
in Table I.
TABLE I. RESULTS OBTAINED FROM A HIGH-RATE TRICKLING FILTER
Raw Settled Final Percent
Sewage Sewage Effluent Reduction
(mgll) (rag/1) (mg/1)
Suspended Solids 263 6.5 25 9I. 5
BOD 399 103 16 96
-8-
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Majewski, Stei_l, and Yezzi reported the results obtained with a single-
stage, low-rate filter system for treatment of chemical wastes. This system
was run in the summer at an initial BOD of 1800 ppm, a hydraulic loading
of 4.4 M gal/acre/daywith a recycling ratio of 10:1, and an organic loading
of 0. 14 lb. BOD/ft2/day. A BOD reduction of 9Z to 96 percent was obtaine'd
under these conditions, When the system was operated in the winter under
similar conditions, only a 65 percent reduction was found.
Molofl I described a combined activated-sludge and trickling-filter
waste stabilization system for a pharmaceutical company. He reported that
the trickling filter would process 90 lb, of BOD/day/100 cuft at an efficiency
of better than 80 percent and that the activated sludge system would handle
IZ0 lb/day/100 cuft at a similar efficiency. The activated sludge process,
however, required more control and was more sensitive to temperature
fluctuation and BOD loading.
While very little work has been done on the possible use of trickling-
8
filter waste stabilization systems in space vehicles, Ingrain made an ex-
ploratory examination of the potential of such systems. In attempting to
treat highly concentrated feces and urine mixtures, he obtained very poor
results, but at low applied BOD's his system was 75-percent efficient after
after approximately I month of conditioning. Ingrain admitted that he
really did not have sufficient time to study the trickling filter system
extensively and suggested that it may yet prove useful upon further
investigation.
-9-
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3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
3. 1 MECHANICALLY AERATED FIXED-BED WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEMS
3. 1. 1 Fixed-Bed System with Glass Marbles as a Support Medium
A bench-scale fixed-bed waste treatment system is shown schematically
in Figure 3 and in the photographs of Figure 4. The fixed-bed column
consisted of a 48-in. x 5.5-in. (i. d. ) Lucite cylinder packed with 9/12-in. -
diam glass marbles to a height of 36 in. The surfaces of the marbles were
roughened by turnbling them with sand. It was evtimated that the ratio of
surface area to volume of the medium was 4 inZ/1 in 3. Air, saturated with
water vapor and heated to 30 ° C, was blown through the packed column at
a rate of 350 to 400 liters/hr.
The raw feed mat erial was maintained at 5°C to prevent biological
degradation and then pumped by a peristaltic metering pump to a reservoir
maintained at 30°C, The feed material then flowed into an automatic syphon,
which discharged intermitten_cly into the top of the fixed-bed column. A
perforate_l plate was fitted to the top of the column to disperse the feed.
The effluent wa_ col" ::,:.._ed in a settling tank, where sludge was set'tled and
the effluent either recycled or discarded. Initially, two part_ o2 _ffluent
from the system were recirculated with one part of raw sewage.
Before human wastes .could be treated, it was necessary to build an
active film of microorganisms on the surface of the marbles. Feces do
not contain the diverse organisms required to efficiently and rapidly convert
wastes, therefore settled domestic sewage (primary effluent) was used in
conjunction with the secondary effluent of a trackling filterto condition the
fixed bed. The effluents were collected at the Orange County Sanitation
District Treatment Plant, Fountain Valley, California. One part of the
primary effluent mixed with three parts of secondary effluent formed
the feed material
After the conditioning phase had been in operation for 30 days, a
substantial brown-colored zoogleal slime had accumulated upon the surface
of the support medium without serious plugging of the column. The flow
rate of the feed material was progressively increased to a maximum of IZ
liters/hr at an application frequency of 60 cycles/hr (Z00oml cycle). This
flow rate assured uniform distribution of the feed over the packing medium.
-I0-
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CONTROL
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Figure 3. Schematic of Fixed-Bed Waste Treatment System -
Conditioning Phase
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Figur_ 4. Fixed-Bed Waste Treatment System
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To monitor the efficiency of the fixed bed during this period, the
COD of the sewage was sampled just before it entered the column {as
influent) and just after it left the column {as effluent). The modification
12
of Dobbs and Williams was used in determining the COD. The COD is
a measure of the amount of oxygen required to oxidize a sample. It is
calculated from data obtained by quantitatively oxidizing the sample with
dichromate.
The cumulative data are presented in Table II. During the last 7
days of operation the efficiency varied from 40. 1- to 44.4-percent re-
duction in COD, with the exception of one sampling period during which
the efficiency dropped to 26.3 percent. The same conditions were main-
tained for another 12 days with no significant change in performance.
TABLE II. FIXED-BED PERFORMANCE DURING TREATING WITH
MIXED PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EFFLUENTS
(MARB LE MEDIUM)
COD ,{rag/l) Recirculating COD Reduction
Days (a) Influent Effluent Ratio (%)
22 99.6 74.2 1:3 29.0
23 377. 2 207.7 1:3 45.0
24 346.5 207.6 1:3 40. 1
27 130. 5 96.2 1:3 26.3
28 238, 7 132.7 1:3 44.4
30 382. 0 219.9 1:3 42.5
(a)Elapsed time after initiation of feed
Forty-seven days after initiation of the feed, the source of raw
sewage was changed from the Orange County Sanitation District to the
Los Angeles Hyperion Treatment Plant due to the relocation of our lab-
oratories to Redondo Beach, California. The COD of this primary effluent
ranged from 350 to 450.
At this point the performance of the fixed bed had stabilized
sufficiently to permit increasing the organic loading, with the aim of
increasing the capacity and efficiency of the fixed bed to a point
-i3o
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where human wastes could be used and eventually substituted entirely for
domestic sewage. The dilution factor (ratio of recirculated effluent to
raw sewage) was gradually decreased until recirculation was discontinued
entirely. As shown in Table III, this procedure resulted in a steady
increase in the efficiency of COD reduction to a maximum of 60.6 percent.
Concomitantly, it was observed that microbial growth on the packing
medium became considerably more abundant. However, 5 days after the
peak efficiency was reached, the percent of COD reduction began to decline
steadily until a low of 36.8 percent was reached. This ef:ect is further
discussed below.
TABLE HI. FIXED-BED PERFORMANCE DURING TREATING WITH
PRIMARY EFFLUENT, RECIRCULATION DISCONTINUED
(MARBLE MEDIUM)
COD (m_/1) COD Reduction
Days (a) Influent Effluent (%)
49 256.6 160.9 38. 3
50 388.6 196. I 49.6
51 605.9 238.6 60.6
56 387.6 225.4 41.9
57 370.6 213. 5 42.4
58 346.7 216. 3 37.6
59 342.7 216.7 36. 8
63 _b) 311.8 181. 1 41.9
68 300.4 155.6 48. 2
69 Complete plugging
(a)Elapsed time after initiation of feed
(b)Began aeration through additional air ports
Additional performance data were obtained by determining the total,
fixed, and volatile residue of the unfiltered influent and effluent. The
method used is described in Standard Methods for the Examination of
13
Water and Waste Water. Briefly, the test consists of heating the sample
at I03 ° to I05 ° C in an evaporating dish. The increase in weight over that
-14-
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of the empty dish represents the total residue. The residue is then
ignited at 500°C. The portion remaining is termed "fixed residue. " The
portion lost, obtained by calculation of the weight difference, includes
organic compounds and some mineral salts which have decomposed or
volatilized and is referred to as "volatile residue. "
Residue determinations were made on the 58th, 59th, and 63rd
days of operation (Table IV). It can be seen that the total amount of solids
in the influent was not much reduced. As would be expected, volatile solids
were removed in greater proportion than fixed residue, and the pattern of
volatile residue reduction corresponded roughly to that of COD r_duction
obtained for the data collected during this period.
TABLE IV. RESIDUE DETERMINATION FOR
MARBLE-PACKED FIXED BED
Influent {m_/1} Effluent (m_/1) Percent Reduction
Days (a) Volatile Fixed Total Volatile Fixed Total Volatile Fixed Total
58 188 1292 1480 156 1224 1380 17.0 5.2 6.7
59 280 1384 1664 236 1344 1580 15.7 2.9 5. I
63 192 1160 1352 148 1148 1296 22. 9 3.7 4.7
(a)Elapsed time after initiation of feed
The declining efficiency was probably the consequence of anaerobic
conditions caused by heavy growth of the zoogleal slime. In an attempt to
supply greater amounts of air to the organisms, a series of six air-inlet
ports were inserted along the length of the column. Over a 5-day period
this procedure improved COD reduction from 41. 1 to 48.2 percent (Table
HI}. However, the improved aeration also stimulated more growth, causing
the spaces between the marbles to become plugged to the point that feed
could no longer flow through the column. It was obvious that tile geome-
tric configuration obtained with packed marbles was not suitable for the
purpose of constructing high-load fixed beds because of the small inter-
stitial volume. In the following section, the construction and operation of
a second fixed bed utilizing a new and hnproved type of packing medium
will be described.
-15-
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3. I. Z Design and Operation of Fixed-bed Column Packed with Modified
Saddles of Polypropylene
The fixed bed shown schematically in Figure 5 consists of a 48-in.
x 5.5-in. Lucite cylinder filled with a polypropylene packing medium called
Maspac (Dow Chemical Company) to a height of 36 in. Maspac (Figure 6)
is designed in the sl.ape of a perforated berl saddle with protruding fingers
and, consequently, ha- a large surface area. Originally designed for use
in cooling towers, Maspac has recently found application in various types
of trickling filters. The ,medium, which is 2 in. in diam, is inert under
the required conditions, is lightweight, and has a very high mass transfer
coefficient for cotumn operation. During the experiments air, saturated
with water vapor (by sparging it through waterl, is heated to 37°C and
blown upward from the bottom of the column and through the air-inlet
ports at a rate of 600 liters/hr. This procedure maintains the temperature
at midcolumn at approximately 28°C.
The raw feed for the experiments is stored under nitrogen in a 55-
gal drum maintained at ambient room temperature (ZZ to Z3°C). The feed
material can be pumped to an automatic syphon that discharges to tile
column intermittently, or itcan be fed continuously and directly to the
distribution plate. The effluent is collected in a settling tank, where the
sludge is settled and the effluent is discarded. The outlet tube is main-
tained below the liquid surface in the settling tank to prevent air from
escaping. Samples obtained for COD and residue determinations are
collec_d directly from the inlet and outlet tubes.
Conditionin_ Phase
The fixed bed was conditioned with primary effluent obtained from
the Los Angeles Hyperion Treatment Plant, El Segundo. The flow rate
of the feed material was 8.4 liters/hr, applied at the intermittent rate of
48 discharges per hour (175 ml per discharge). There was no recirculation
of effluent. To accelerate the conditioning process, the zoogleal slime
from the previous fixed bed was washed off the marbles used as the
medium and was utilized to inoculate the Maspac packing for the first few
days.
Table V shows that after only 7 days of conditioning, the COD of the
feed was reduced by 49. i percent.
-16-
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oFigure 6. Maspac Packing Medium
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TABLE V. FIXED-BED PERFORMANCE DURING TREATING WITH
PRIMARY EFFLUENT (MASPAC MEDIUM)
COD (mg/l) COD Reduction
Days (a) In flu ent Effluent (%)
7 335.7 170. 9 49. I
12 405.6 224. 5 44.7
13 429. 5 197. 1 54. 1
14 437.4 269. 5 38.4
19 389.7 241. 2 38. I
20 36 I.9 238.9 34. 0
21 354. i 166. I 53. I
25 332. I 188. 5 43.3
(a)Elapsed time after initiation of feed
A moderate amount of growth was observed on the packing medium.
COD reduction increased to a maximum of 54. i percent 13 days after
initiation of the feed. During the balance of the conditioning period the
COD reduction ranged from 34 to 43.3 percent, with one exception--a
53, i-percent reduction on the 21st day. Since this value is not consistent
with the other values obtained during this period, a sampling error may
have occurred. The fixed bed was now considered to be stabilized
sufficiently that microbiological processes would not be excessively dis-
turbed by the addition of human feces to the primary effluent.
Operation with a Mixture of Primary Effluent and Feces
Feces were added to the primary effluent for the purposes of in-
creasing the organic load of the feed and gradually adapting the microbial
flora to the degradation of feces. The feces were collected from labora-
tory personnel, pulverized in a Waring Blender, composited, and then
freeze-dried. Fifty g of the freeze-dried feces were added to 55 gal of
primary effluent. This amount of feces approximately doubled the COD
of the feed. The feed mixture was agitated by sparging with nitrogen to
maintain a uniform suspension. The efficiency of COD reduction of the
fixed bed with this feed material is summarized in Table VI.
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TABLE VI. FIXED-BED PERFORMANCE DURING TREATING WITH
A MIXTURE OF PRIMARY EFFLUENT AND FECES
(MASPAC MEDIUM)
COD (rag/l) COD Reduction
Days (a) Influent Effluent (%)
Z6 583.7 294.6 49. 5
27 623.8 348.8 44. I
28 640.6 373.3 41.7
32 687.9 443.2 35.6
33 643.9 433.7 32.6
34 698. 8 32Z. 8 52.4
35 761.2 520.0 31.7
(a)continued from Table V
The data show a slow, steady decline in COD removal over a 9-day
period, with the exception of the 34th day. This last value probably
represents a sampling error. The gradual decline in performance of the
fixed bed during this period appears to be reasonable, considering the
sudden increase in organic loading containing a new kind of waste material.
Considerable sloughing of growth material from the column was
observed during this period, and was probably due to the weight of the
growth, which became quite abundant after feces were added to the
primary effluent. The particles of growth in the effluent made it increasingly
difficult to obtain representative samples and caused erratic COD values
at times, even though efforts were made to avoid this problem.
To improve the sampling technique, the syphon arrangement was
eliminated; instead, the feed was pumped continuously through the column
at a rate of 4. 5 liters/hr. The lower hydraulic load had less of a tendency
to wash growth off the packing medium and still provided for a good dis-
tribution of the feed material. Table VII shows the data obtained after the
change from intermittent to continuous feeding.
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TABLE VII. FIXED-BED PERFORMANCE DURING TREATING WITH
A MIXTURE OF PRIMARY EFFLUENT AND FECES UPON
CONTINUOUS ADDITION OF FEED (MASPAC MEDIUM)
COD (rag/l) COD Reduction
Days (a) Influent Effluent (%)
47 (b) 948. 3 473.7 50. 1
48 559.6 247.6 55.8
50 675. 0 263.9 60.9
53 672. 2 334. 3 50.3
54 672 36Z 46. I
55 663 375 43.5
56 743 3 16 57.5
60 693 401 42. I
6 1 487 293 39.8
62 734 349 5Z. 3
63 690 281 59.3
66 769 220 71.4
67 712 291 59.2
69 570 241 57.6
73 770 298 6 I.3
74 730 292 60.0
Average 684 308 55.0
(a)continued from Table VI
"(b)Four hours after start of continuous feed
The 53rd day was marked by a flooding of the column and loss of
slime growth. As a result, activity of the column was decreased through
the next eight days. It may be seen that COD reduction again improved on
the 63rd day, by which time there was a visible replacement of growth
Variations in values are caused by (1) a varying feed supply and (2) the
difficulty in obtaining a representative sample.
It is apparent that the percent of COD reduction was not only higher
but more consistent than previously attained. The improved results were
probably due to the reduction of sloughing, but may also have been a reflection
-2! -
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of the reduced hydraulic load and the resulting increase in the residence
time of the feed.
Residue determinations (Table VIII)were also performed between the
32nd and 63rd day of operation. The reduction of volatile residue ranged
from 32.8 to 63.4percent during this period, and the general pattern corre-
sponded closely to that of the COD data obtained. The total residue reduction
ranged from 8. 3 to 25. 6 percent and also cound be correlated well with
the percent of COD reduction. The data regarding fixed residues are
erratic, and it may be that the analytical method is not sufficiently sen-
sitive for accurate measurement of the small changes observed.
TABLE VIII. RESIDUE DETERMINATIONS FOR MASPAC-
PACKED FIXED BED--FECES AND PRIMARY
EFFLUENT MIXTURE
Influent (rag/l) Effluent (rag/l) Percent Reduction
Days f'_l" Volatile Fixed Total Volatile Fixed Total Volatile Fixed Total
32 356 1208 1564 188 1168 1356 47.2 3.3 13.3
33 456 956 141Z 456 956 1412 36.0 O. 0 11.6
34 492 1204 1696 21Z 1108 1320 56.9 8.0 Z2. Z
35 372 1192 1564 Z04 1160 1364 45. Z 2. 7 12. 8
39 468 1056 1524 320 1020 1340 33.9 6.3 14. 8
40 336 836 I172 188 764 952 44. 1 8.6 18.8
47 (b) 592 752 1344 344 656 I000 41.9 12.8 25.6
60 472 1316 1788 Z72 1324 1596 4Z. 4 O. 0 10.7
61 248 1156 1404 168 IIZO 1288 32.3 3. 1 8.3
62 392 1224 1616 228 1144 1372 41.8 b. 8 15. I
63 328 1436 1764 120 1336 1456 63.4 6. 9 17. 5
Average 410 1121 1.r32 245 1069 1314 40.3 4.6 14. 2
(a)Elapsed time after initiation of feed
(b)Four hours after start of continuous feed
Performance with Deionized Water and Frozen Fresh Feces
When the supply of freeze-dried feces became exhausted, frozen
fresh feces were substituted. Since the ultimate objective of this phase of
-22-
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the program was to decompose human wastes alone, dilution with the
primary effluent from the Los Angeles Hyperion Waste Treatment Plant
was discontinued and the feces were diluted with deionized water. Deionized
water was used to permit better control of ionic strength and chloride ion
concentration for electrolysis experiments. A raw feed mixture was pre-
pared by adding 250 g of frozen fresh homogenized feces (wet weight) to
50 gal of deionized water. This concentration of wastes is approximately
equivalent on a dry-weight basis to the freeze-dried material used previously,
and the quantity is also roughly equivalent to the 24-hr output of wastes or
feces of one man. (Initially, one or two single specimens obtained from
laboratory personnel were used to make up this concentration. )
COD Reduction. The use of frozen fresh feces diluted with deionized water
commenced on the 77th day of column operation and has continued to date.
The cumulative COD data presented in Table IX indicate that the average
percent reduction in COD is practically the same as when the combination
of freeze-dried feces and primary effluent was used.
In addition to total COD determinations, COD analyses of components
of the last four samples listed in Table IX were made. Analyses were
made to determine the ratio of the COD of the soluble portion to the COD
of the insoluble portion of both the influent and effluent. The COD of the
insoluble portion (that fraction of the total sample which does not pass
through a Whatman G_/C glass fiber filter) is determined by filtering a
50 ml sample through the glass fiber filter into a Millipore filter flask.
The filter plus insoluble material is transferred to a COD refluxing flask
and brought up to 50 ml with distilled water. The sample is then processed
by the usual method. The COD of the soluble fraction is determined by
an analogous procedure. Fractional data for samples 129, 135, 136, and
142 are presented in Table X.
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TABLE IX. COD REDUCTION WITH DEIONIZED WATER
AND FRESH FROZEN FECES
COD (=ngli)
Days (a) Influent Effluent Perc ent R educ _ion
80 426 167 60.9
8 1 4Z9 242 43.7
82 516 203 60.7
88 676 Z64 6 I.0
91 560 264 52. 9
94 554 289 47. 8
95 510 238 53. 3
97 584 326 44. I
104 412 185 55. Z
105 698 343 50. 9
108 764 375 50. 9
II0 516 252 51. 1
1! 1 922 505 45. 2
1 i4 650 350 46. 1
115 651 369 43.4
116 789 369 53. 3
i21 699 Z58 63. I
124 7t5 273 61. 1
129 566 250 53.6
135 950 217 74.4
136 681 251 63. 2
142 614 245 60. 1
Average 626 283 55.0
(a)Continuation of Table VII
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TABLE X. FRACTIONAL COD REDUCTION IN COLUMN
£
COD _mg/1) Perc ent
Days Sample Influent Effluent Reduction
129 Total 566 250 55.8
Soluble 164 109 33.4
Insoluble 403 141 64.9
135 Total 850 217 74.4
Soluble 158 107 32. 6
Insoluble 691 110 84. 0
136 Total 681 250 63.2
Soluble 190 129 32. 0
Insoluble 492 121 75.3
142 Total 614 245 60. 1
Soluble 167 101 39.4
Insoluble 447 144 67.9
Average Total 677.8 240.8 64. 5
Soluble 169. 5 111.4 34. 3
Insoluble 508.2 129.4 74. 5
From these data it can be seen that the insoluble fraction of the
influent contributes between two and three times as much to the COD as
does the soluble fraction. It also becomes apparent that the insoluble
fraction contains the majority of the available nutrient for microorganism
metabolism, as evidenced by the greater COD reduction. On the 154th
day the organic loading was increased to approximately 1000 rag/liter
COD. The COD data obtained since that time are summarized in Table XL
It can be seen that the average percent reduction of COD has increased
from 55 to 66 percent at the higher organic loading.
°25 °
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TABLE XI. COD REDUCTION WITH "000 MG/LITER LOADING
COD {rag/_l) Percent
Days (a) Influent Effluent Reduction
157 962.6 435.6 54. 8
171 744.6 184. 8 75. Z
172 983.2 332. I 66.2
173 984.4 309. Z 68, 6
174 1330.3 426.7 67, 9
175 1214. 5 364. 2 70, 0
186 991.6 325.3 67. 2
187 1199.2 401.6 66.5
199 1079.4 357.7 66.9
214 691. I Z71. 2 60.8
Average I018. I 340.84 66.5
(a)continuation of Table IX
Residue Reduction. Residue data for sample components were
obtained for the same samz)le days as for the fractional COD determinations.
Volatile, fixed, and total residues were determined for the total sample,
the soluble fraction, and the insoluble fraction. These data are given in
Table XII.
"fABLE Xll. RESIDUE FRACTIONS FOR SAMPLE DAYS
129, i35, 136, and 142
Influent fmml I} Effluent |me/l_ Percent _eduction
Days Sample Volazile Fixed Total Volatile Fixed Total Volatile Fixed Total
!29 Total 176 116 292 72 t04 t76 Sqlt 10.4 39.7
Soluble 0 116 116 0 104 i04 .... 10.4 10.4
hsJoluble t76 0 176 72 0 72 59. I .... 59. t
135 Total 344 232 576 36 200 236 89. 5 13.8 59.0
-_;olubla 0 Z3Z 232 O 200 200 .... 13.8 13.8
Insoluble 344 0 344 36 0 36 89. _ .... _9. S
136 Total 276 112 356 8 84 92 96. ? 25. 0 76.3
Soluble 0 l i 2 t i 2 0 84 64 " ---- 25.0 23.0
Inoolubl. 276 0 244 8 0 6 96.7 .... 96.7
142 Total 292 106 398 t 12 86 198 6 J. 7 18. 9 50. 3
Soluble 22 106 128 30 86 116 .... 18. 9 9.4
lnsolubl_ 270 0 270 82 0 82 6 t. 7 .... 69.6
Avg. Total 272 t42 4OS 57 t ! 8 17S 79. t 16.9 56.8
Soluble 0 142 147 0 t t8 t26 .... t6.9 14.3
lnseluble 267 0 2S8 49 0 S0 81.7 .... _0.6
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Although experimenta! error in these studies is estimated to be
betwe:n 10 and 15 percent, a general trend can be seen. As shown in
Table XII, the influent re:_idue contains virtually no volatile .' Jlids in its
soluble fraction and no fixed solids in its insoluble fraction. The
largest reduction in residue occurs in the insoluble, volatile fraction. This
reduction is about four to six t2mes greater than that of the soluble, fixed
fraction. When the average residue reductions are compared with the aver-
age COD reductions (Tables IX and X), a reasonable correlation is observed
between the total percent COD reduction and the percent reduction of
insolubles. Since COD is a measure of organic components, a reduction
ratio of one tc one would be expected if total input to the column were
crganlc. However, the COD determination of percent reduction of solubles
is twice that indicated by the residue determination. Possible explanations
of this disagreement are that either the residue method is not sensitive
enough to detect small changes in soluble residue or some soluble components
of the mixture other than organic are contributing to the COD.
The effectiveness of fixed-bed sewage disposal units and activated
sludge units for removing organic matter is usually calculated on the basis
of effluent from a final settling stage. In the interests of studying the
efficiency of bacterial decomposition, our measurements did not make
use of a settling stage. 'vTith a settlirg stage, over-all COD efficiency
might be ix:lproved.
From these experiments it became evident that feces could support
microbial growth in a fixed-bed continuous-flow system.
3. 1.3 Characteristics of Growth on Maspac Support Medium
Approximately 1 week after initiation of the feed, a light brown
fiLm developed on the Maspac packing. The growth was scattered and
tended to accumulate around the edges rather than over the entire surface.
With time, however, growth became more gelatinous and heavier, ranging
from 1 mm to 1 cm in thickness, with the heaviest growth near the top
of the celumn. Figure 7 shows a photograph of one area of the column
after 53 days after operation. It can be seen that, while growth was
heavy in some areas, substantial areas contained only a light film. After
70 days, the slime growth had completely covered the walls of the column,
thus obscuring the view of interior conditions. The coloration ranged from
light to dark brc,-n, but no obvious black areas were evident. (Growth on
-Z7 -
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Figure 7. Zoogleal Slime Growing on Maspac
Packing Medium - Side View
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the marble medium was largely of a black color indicating that anaerobic
conditions were prevalent. ) A white layer of growth which was also
scattered throughout the bed disappeared within a week after the change
14
to feces-deionizedwater mixture. Shultze observed a similar white
growth in an experimental trickling filter and found the organism to be
Beggiatoa alba, a suHur bacteria. TLis organism obtains its energy
from the oxidation of hydrogen sulfide, which was present in the primary
effluent.
Figure 8 shows a view of the column looking straight down from
the top. Here, a heavy slimy growth is evident. Growth is probably not
as abundant in the lower regions of the column, however, because the
organic load of the waste is reduced as it flows downward. Sloughing of
growth is continuous but appears in the effluent as small particles, which
have a tendency to clump and then settle so that after several hours the
effluent becomes clear. The influent, on the other hand, will still con-
tain many fine particles in suspension after three days of standing.
3. 1.4 Fixed-Bed System, Second-Stage Characteristics
On the 104th day of operation of the fixed-bed system, a second
stage was added in series with the first stage. The purpose of this addition
was to determine whether the first-stage effluent contained sufficient
nutrient to establish and maintain a slime population and simultaneously
increase the efficiency of the total system. The second stage is similar
in design to the first, and is also packed with Maspac. It is the same
length as the first stage but is 0.5 in. smaller in diameter, so it contains
proportionately less surface area per unit vohLrne. Four aeration ports
are located at the bottom of the column and are spaced 90 ° apart in one
plane. The aeration tubes extend 1.0 in. into the center of the column
and serve to support the Maspac medium. The two-stage system is shown
schematically in Figure 9; also, a photograph of the apparatus is shown in
Figure iO. In operation, a peristalticpumplifts first-stage effluent onto the
Maspac. The effluent of the second stage passes through a settlingtank
and then flows by gravity to the drain.
Second-Stage Growth Characteristics
It was expected that the establishment of growth on the second stage
would take much longer than in the case of the first stage because of the
-29 -
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Figure 9. Two-Stage Fixed-Bed Waste-Treatment
System- Schematic
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Figure I0. Two-Stage Fixed- Bed Waste-
Treatment System
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lower concentration of organic load on which itwould operate. Figure
ll(a) shows the column after 8 days of operation, while Figure If(b)
shows itafter 40 days of operation for comparison. These photographs
illustratethe time involved to establish growth on the second stage. It
may be noted that after 32 days of conditioning, areas near the bottom
were stillrelatively free of slime growth. Figures I2(a), 12(b), 12(c),
and 12(d) are close-ups of the median third of the column taken approximately
10 days apart. These photographs show progressive growth in the column
over a period of about 40 days. Growth in general was not rapid, and
waste conversion efficiencies did not reach a maximun: ,_ntilmost of the
area was covered.
Second-Stage Waste-Conversion Performance
After the first 5 days of conditionir_, a slime growth had developed
in limited areas of the column. Seven COI_ determinations were made
between the 6th and 20th days of conditioning. Tbe . ,_.ltsof these
measurements are presented in Table XIII, where they are related to
corresponding values for the first-stage performance. COD reduction in
the second stage was not great, but it improved as more surface area
became active. Eventually, the two stages effected an 80- to 85-percent
reduction of COD.
3. I.5 Gross Characterization of the Microbial Population in the
Fixed Bed System
As part of one experiments the influent and effluent of the fixed-bed
columns were simultaneously examined for gross differences in microbial
populations. One-ml samples were serially diluted from 10 "j to 10 -5 in sterile
water. One-ml samples of each of the se dilutions were plated and incubated on
A.C. Agar (Difco) for aerobic species and Brewer Anaerobic Agar (Dffco)
for anaerobic species. The anaerobic plates were incubated under 1 atm
of nitrogen in anaerobic jars. After 24 hrs of incubation, the plates with
the 10 -3 and 10 "4 dilutions were counted for bacterial colonies; the 10 -5
dilution contained no colonies. The results show a population density of
approximately 48,000 microorganisms per ml in the influent and 8,000
per ml in the effluent both for aerobic and anaerobic species, or a reduction
in viable organisms of approximately 80 percent. (This technique is
subject to 20-percent error.)
-33 °
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(b)
Figure lI. Second-Stage Growth Progression -
Whole Column
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(a) (b)
! .
J
Figure IZ. Second-Stage Growth Progression -
Median Third of Column
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TABLE XIII. COD REDUCTION IN SECOND STAGE OF
FIRST-STAGE EFFLUENT
Percent Reduction
CCD (mg/l) by Difference"
First- First- Second-
Stage Stage Stage Fir st Second
Days {a) Influent Effluent Effluent Total Stage Stage
6 764 375 313 58.9 50.9 16. 5
8 515 252 233 54.9 51. I 7. 5
9 921 505 403 56.4 45. 2 20. 2
13 650 350 252 6 I.3 46. 1 28. 0
14 651 368 255 60.7 43.4 30. 7
15 789 368 285 63. 8 53. 3 22.6
20 699 258 190 72. 8 63. 1 26.4
Average (b) 713 354 276 6 I.3 50.4 22. 0
56 963 436 269 72. I 54.8 38. 3
70 745 185 85 88.6 75.2 54. 3
71 983 332 237 75.9 66.2 28. 7
72 984 309 224 77.3 68.6 27.6
73 1330 427 265 80. I 67.9 37.9
74 1215 364 242 80. I 70. 0 33.6
85 992 325 185 81.4 67. 2 43. 2
86 1199 402 255 78.7 66. 5 36. 5
98 t079 358 194 82. I 66.9 45.9
I13 691 271 172 75. I 60.8 36.5
Average (c) 1018 341 213 79. 1 66. 5 37.6
(a)Days elapsed from start of second-stage operation
(b)Averages of determinations made while feces-Hyperion effluent was used
as raw feed (days 6 to 20)
(C)Average8 of determinations made while feces-deionized water mixture
was used as raw feed (days 56 to 113)
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In addition to these quantitative results, certain qualitative differences
were observed. These differences became apparent upon examination of
the photographs in Figures 13 through 16, which are pictures taken of the
i0-I dilution plates after 24 hrs of incubation. The influent plates of
both aerobic and anaerobic species (Figures 13 and 15) contain a large
number of small morphologically similar colonies (probably of the
coliforms). The effluent aerobic plate (Figure 14} shows a large decrease
in the number of small colonies and the appearance of many large colonies
derived from a variety of new species. In addition to the variety in size
and form, color variations that are not obvious in these photographs were
also observed for the effluent colonies. The effluent anaerobic plate
(Figure 16) shows a reduction in numbers of the species found in the in-
fluent anaerobic plate and does not show the appearance of new species.
3. 2 ELECTROCHEMICAL OXYGENATION O'- " _?OWTH MEDIA
IN STATIC SYSTEMS
If an active film of microorganisms is to be grown directly on an
electrode actively generating oxygen, it is important to know to what
extent the electrolysis may produce products inhibitory to the growth of
bacteria. The first experiment was designed to ascertain whether exygen
electrolysis in a simple nutrient medium irffluenced the growth rate of
Serratia marcescens.
0,
The first medium selected was largely inorganic and consisted of
glucose, 2.0 g; KH2PO 4, 13.0 g; (NH4)2SO 4, 7HzO, 0. 2 g; and FeSO 4,
7H20 ,0.0005 g in 1000 ml H2C. The final pHwas 6.8. It was decided to
progress from a simple, essentially inorganic medium to a medium contain-
ing mostly organic compounds and then finally to e_amine sewage-feces
mixtures. In this manner, possible toxic products might be more easily
identified.
The electrolysis cells, illustrated schematically in Figure 17 and
photographically in Figure 18, consist of a two multiple-neck flasks
connected by a polypropylene membrane (Webrill SM-91). This membrane
allows electrical conduction between the flasks while it minimizes mixing
of the solutions. Both sides of the cell are equipped with purge and vent
po ts for aeration or deaeration of the medium. 2'he purge gas enters
through a fritted-glass dispersion tube to provide good gas-liquid contact.
Each side of the cell is provided with a platinum electrode to carry the
-37 -
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Figure 13. Column Influent, lO Dilution -
24-hr Incubation in AC Agar Medium.
Many small colonies of one morpho-
logical type.
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Figure t4. Column Effluent, t0 Dilution -
24-hr Incubation in AC Agar Medium.
Many large colonies from a variety
of species.
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Figure 15. Column Influent, i0 Dilution -
24-hr Incubation in Brewer Anaerobic
Agar. Many small colonies of one
morphological type.
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Figure 16. Column Effluent, 10"1 Dilution =
24-hr Incubation in Brewer Anaerobic
Agar. Small colonies of same mor=
phological type as in in-fluent, but
reduced in numb_ rs.
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Figure 17. Experimental Electrolytic Cell
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electrolysis current. The half cell containing the electrode that is to be
controlled also contains a saturated culomel reference electrode.
The electrolysis current is provided by a "potentiostat, " which is
an electronic instrument that measures the potential between the reference
and controlled electrodes and passes a current between the controlled
electrode and the counter electrode in the other half of the cell. The
_otentiostat adjusts the current continuously to maintain the desired
potential at the controlled electrode.
The cell was sterilized by autoclaving and filled with the medium
to be electrolyzed. The potential of the controlled electrode was main-
tained at +1.25 V vs saturated calomel for 3 hours. The current averaged
approximately 10 mA. Any electrochemically active materials present
with oxidation potential of +1, 25 V or less may react with the electrode to
produce products. Secondary products resulting from reaction of the
primary oxidation products with other components of the anode fluid may
also appear.
After electrolysis the medium in which oxygen was generated (the
anode compartment fluid) was filter-sterilized through a Millipore filter.
No pH change occurred in the medium during electrolysis. Duplicate
250-ml Erlenmeyer flasks were filled with 50 ml of the electrolyzed
medium and inoculated with I ml of a 16-hour culture of S. marcescens.
The cultures were then shaken for 20 hrs at 30°C. The controls consisted
of duplicate cultures grown in the same medium but not "ubjected to the
electrolysis procedure. Growth was determined By measuring optical
density at 660 m_ on a Beckman DB Spectrophotometer. The results are
presented in Table XIV.
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TABLE XIV. EFFECT OF ELECTROLYSIS OF GROWTH OF S. MARCESCENS
Optical Density of Optical Density of a
Hours After Electrolyzed Control Medium(a)
Inoculation Medium( a)
3 0. 13 0. 17
4 0. 19 0. 18
5 0.27 0.28
6 0.38 0.42
7 O. 59 O.b9
20 1. 10 1.30
(a)Mean of duplicate cultures
The results shc.w that during the first 6 hours of growth, the growth
rates in the two media were almost identical. After 7 hours of incubation,
growth in the electrolyzed medium lagged slightly behind the control
culture, and at 20 hours, the density of the culture was 15 percent lower.
The apparent decreased growth rate during the latter portion of the growth
period may be the result of an essential nutrient having been removed or
reduced in concentration from the medium rather than some inhibitor
having been produced. If an inhibitor had been produced, there would
probably not have been a prolonged period of comparable growth rates.
The procedure was changed somewhat to give more accurate indica-
tions of the effects of electrolysis on the growth media and actively growing
microorganisms in situ. Subsequent experiments using the inorganic medium
and more complex media were carried out as fellows. The electrolysis
cell previously described was assembled and autoclaved, and a third half
cell, identical to the electrolysis cell but without an electrode, was also
autoclaved to serve as a control. All three half cells were filled with the
medium to be electrolyzed, then inoculated with a 16- to 20-hour culture
of S. marcescens grown on the same medium. The electrolysis cell was
connected to the potentiostat and electrolysis was begun. In these tests
all three half cells were stirred with a magnetic stirrer and were aerated
by diffusers to ensure that 0 2 was not the limiting factor in growth rate.
- The potentiostat was set to control the anode potential, usually at I. 5 V
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vs a calomel reference electrode. However, the resistance of the media
tested would change as electrolysis proceeded. It was therefore sometimes
necessary to reset the controlled potential to a higher level in order to
maintain the desired current density.
In addition to the inorganic medium, two other media of increasing
complexity were also tested. The second medium tested was Nutrient
Broth (Difco} buffered with 0. 1M KH2PO 4, and the third was Heart
Infusion Broth (Difco) containing 0.5=percent NaC1 and buffered with 0. IM
KHZPO 4. The pH of all media was adjusted to 7.0 before use.
With each medium examined, it was first necessary to determine
what volume of inoculum to use in order that measurable growth rates
could be observed in a reasonable length of tir_ This was largely a
trial and error process and for this reason, date. from the first or second
trials are not presented in all cases. The data l_.resented are a result of
the second or third trial. Data are presented as a plot of optical density
(absorbance) as a function of electrolysis time (in hours) for each of the
media tested. Figure 19 s' ows the results obtained with the simple in-
organic medium. Data on growth at the hydrogen electrode have been
included for comparison. From this plot it may be seen that growth at
the oxygen electrode lagged about 1 hour behind that of the control through=
out the 8-hour period. However, the rate of growth at the anode (O 2
electrode) increased between the seventh and eighth hour, when the control
rate of growth was decreasing. At 24 hrs (not shown on the chart), the
optical density of the anode sample and the control sample were the same.
An explanation for the initial lag has not been determined, but it is
believed to be caused by the initial formation of an inhibitory substance
which is soon depleted or swept away by the aeration. An alternative
explanation may be that the organisms are gradually conditioned to the
substance and finally overcome i*.s inhibitory effects.
The results obtained with Nutrient Broth (Difco) are shown in
Figure 20. Nutrient Broth is a relatively complex organic medium composed
of beef extracts and peptone. The initial lag is still evident in these data
but is overcome between the third and fifth hours. Between the fifth and
sixth hours foaming occurred in the control sample, with a resultant loss
of cells and no increase in the optical density. For this reason, the run
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was terminated after the sixth-hour reading. No evidence of gross
inhibition of grow.h was observed.
The third medium tested was Heart Infusion Broth (Difco), a complex
organic medium containing infusion of beef hearts, tryptose, and sodium
chloride. The sodium chloride was present in a concentration of 0. 5
percent. The presence of chloride ion in the broth was a matter of some
concern because it was believed that oxidation of this ion at the anode to
chlorine or hypochlorite ion would cause severe inhibition because of the
extreme toxicity of these substances. Such was not the case in this
instance, as shown in Figure 21. Growth of S. marcescens at the anode
was not only uninhibited but demonstrated a significant enhancement with
respect to the control. It may be noted that growth at the cathode (hydrogen
electrode) was also greater than growth at the control or anode. However,
the initial lag still persisted through the first 4 hours at both the anode
and cathode. Figure 22 illustrates the pH change with electrolysis at
both electrodes, a pattern of change that was noted in all the media tested.
At first it was thought that this pH difference might be the cause of the
initial growth lag. If this were true, however, one might expect the
greatest growth inhibition in the later stages of the test. when pH
differences arv greatest. It is also possible, however, that the growth-
inhibiting substance is produced in lesser quantity as the pH is reduced,
that it is inactivated by faster reaction with a component of the growth
medium at lower pH, or that its reactivi_yor inhibit, ,-y power is reduced
at lower pH.
The next step was to determine the effect of electrolyzing a feces-
water mixture on the growth of Serratia marcescens in that medium.
As a first approach, the feces-water mixture was sterilized by autoclaving.
This resulted in a mixture which rapidly settled out, lea-,-ing settled matter
on the bottom of the flask and a supernatent liquid. It was found that the
supernatent liquid would not support growth of S. marcescens or an
iaoculum of fixed-bed organisms unless fortified with both glucose and a
nitrogen source. On the other hand, it" _he s¢ttled matter was resuspended,
the particles inte.fered with optical-density determination of growth. It
was decided that an unsterilized mixture of feces-water weu[d be el"ctrolyzed
v,,itl amples taken before, during, and after electrolyse:; to be examined
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by standard plate count methods for bacterial growth and inhibition. This
method was more time-consuming but was more representative of the
actual conditions to be expected with feces/-water mixtures. The unsterilized
waste mixture was mixed with a 5.0-ml inoculum from the fixed-bed system
effluent. At 0, 2, 4, 6, and 21 hours, 1.0-ml samples were taken for
serial dilution and determination of plate count. The plates were counted
after 24 hrs of incubation at 30°C. Table X'V presents the results of this
_._st.
TABLE XV. CELL COUNT FROM ELECTROLYZED GROWTH MEDIUM
Cell Count (cells/ml) pH
Time(hours) Contr_ ! Anode Chamber Control Anode
0 5.6 x 105 5.3 x l05 6.5 6.5
2 1.6 x 106 2. 2 x 105
4 1.3 x 106 1.2x 103
6 1.7 x 106 1.9 x 102
21 2.4 x 108 20 5. 2 2.75
These data show a rapid elimination of viable cells from the anode
chamber during the period of electrolysis, with sterilization virtually
complete after 21 hrs. It should be noted that the pH of the anode chamber
changed sharply during electrolysis and that this was the probable cause
of cell reduction. However, previous electrolysis experiments with
S. marcescens with equal pH changes did not retard cell growth when
a well-defined optimal nutrient medium was used. These results may
also be explained by the electrochemical depletion of an essential nutrient,
accumulation of some toxic product produced at the electrode, or both.
3.3 GROWTH OF MICROORGANISMS ON AN ELECTRODE GENERATING
OXYGEN
Microbial growth can be supported on an electrode which is generat-
ing oxygen if the growth-supporting medium--in this case, feces-water--
is caused to flow continuously over the microbial bed. This may be some-
what surprising in view of the inhibition of growth and, in fact, rapid
decrease in microbial population of cultures present in the anode compart-
ment of electrolytic cells where oxygen is being generated. The difference
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lies in the ability of the continuous-flow system to carry toxic products
away from the vicinity of the electrode and prevent their accumulation in
the region cf microbial growth. Toxic products include reactive organic
intermediates, reactive inorganic intermediates, and hydrogen ions
produced by electrode reactions. After they have been carried away
from the electrode and into a receiver vessel, active intermediates--
wKether organic or inorganic--may b_come inactivated by reaction with
various components of the growth medium. Hydrogen ions will be neu-
tralized, under these conditions, if the buffer capacity of the medium is
not exceeded too far. Gther electrode reaction products will be diluted.
For these and perhaps other reasons, it was possible to maintain microbial
growth on the anode, even if the feces-water growth medium was collected
in a reservoir and recirculated over the microbial growth for periods of
several days.
The apparatus and its parts a'e illustrated schematically in Figure
23. The anode, a platinum screel, or mesh (I), is separated from a low-
resistivity semipermeable membrane (2) (of Nalfilm D-30, National
Aluminate Corporation) by a 2-ram rubber gasket-spacer(3). The cathode
(4) also a platinum screen, is similarly isolated from the central mem-
brane. These components, together with two additional gaskets, are
sandwiched between two hollow pieces of acrylic resin (5) and (6) which
then form the anode and cathode compartments. Holes and tubes are
present in the plastic blocks so that electrolytes can be introduced and
drained. The growth medium is introduced through the inlet port (7).
The cell is tiltedat an angle of about 15° , with the platinum anode facing
up. The growth medium drips onto the anode and, ifthe growth medium
has been inoculated with a small portion of the microbial growth from the
fixed-bed column, results in the establishment of microbial growth which
covers most of the 23.75-cm 2 anode during a period of several weeks.
It fillsthe space between the anode and semipermeable membrane and
thus establishes an electrolytic path for conduction between the anode and
the cathode compartment electrolyte. Excess fluid flows out of the
lower port of the anode compartment and drips into a reservoir of about
500-ml capacity. A pump then pumps the fluid back int,_the top of the
anode compartment. The test apparatus, with auxiliary equipment, is
shown photographically in Figures 24 and 25.
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Figure 24. l_lectrochemical Oxygen-Generation
Test Cell with Slime Growth
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Figure 25. Electrochemical Oxygen-Generation
Test Apparatus with Auxiliary
Equipment
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A feces-water mixture inoculated with a small portion of microbial
growth from the large fixed-bed column was recirculated through the anode
compartment for several weeks, with the growth medium being changed
every few days, until growth covered most of the anode. Air was bubbled
through the resevoir to keep the fluid saturated with oxygen. The inoculated
feces-water mixture was then replaced by a feces-water mixture that had
not been inoculated. For routine operation, this feces-water mixture
was also changed every few days. The depletion of organic material was
very obvious. Clarification could be observed visually. Proof of _he
effectiveness of the _ystem was obtained by a series of experiments
designed so that microbial metabolism could be monitored by the use of
electrodes sensitive to oxygen and carbon dioxide. These electrodes were
inserted into the contents of the reservoir.
In this type of experimental set-up, aerobic metabolism is characterized
by the consumption of oxygen and the evolution of carbon dioxide. Anaerobic
metabolism occurs in the absence of oxygen and may also result in evolu-
tion of carbon dioxide but at a slower rate. The experiments that were
performed may be divided into those based on oxygen consumption alone
and those based both on oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide evolution.
The apparatus o:_edwas a Beckman Physiological Gas Analyzer, equippeo
with recommended oxygen- and carbon-dioxide-sensitive electrodes.
Acidity changes in the system reservoir were monitored with a Corning
pH meter, a glass test electrode and a calomel reference electrode.
Feces were not sterilized.
The experiments will be listed and then discussed individually:
1) Experiments babed on oxygen consumption alone
a) Determination of the rate and degree of oxygen consump-
tion by uninoculated feces-water mixture
b) Evidence that oxygen consumption was the result of
microbial activity in uninoculated feces-water mixtures
c) Evidence that the microorganisms growing on the anode
were active and could contribute to aerobic metabolism
of feces
d) Evidence that oxygen could be generated electrochemically
at an anode covered with microbial growth without dislodg-
ing the growth
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e) Evidence that the oxygen generated at the anode would
support microbial growth at the anode
f) Evidence that oxygen could 'e supplied electrochemically
at such a constant rate that exactly the needs for microbial
growth could be supplied
2) Ex___DerimentsBased on Both Gxygen Consumption and Carbon-
Dioxide Evolution
a) Determination of the extent of carbon-dioxide evolution
from feces-water mixtures in the absence of oxygen
(anaerobic conditions)
b) Evidence of a correlation between oxygen consumption
and carbon-dioxide evolution
c) Determination of the pH change during the course of
these experiments
3) Ex/_eriment based on COD
a) Evidence that the feces-water growth medium was
utilized by the microbial population
I. Experiments Based on Oxygen Consumption alone
l(a). Determination of the rate and degree of oxygen consumption by
uninoculated feces-water mixtures
In this experiment, only the reservoir was used. It was filled with
an uninoculated feces-water mixture agitated by a magnetic stirrer.
Nitrogen was blown througl_ the mixture at A (point A Figure 36) until no
oxygen could be detected. At B the nitrogen was shut off, the reservoir
sealed, and the mixture observed until C to be sure that no rise occurred.
At C carbon-dioxide-free air was blown through the mixture until the
mixture was saturated with oxygen. At D, the air was shut off and the
oxygen pressure was observed to drop sharply from D to E. The results
of a control experiment uaing only water are shown in Figure 27 and
described in detail in the next paragraph.
l(b). Evidence that oxygen consumption was the result of microbial
activity in uninoculated feces-water mixtures
To demonstrate that formaldehyde has a negligible effect on the
oxygen electrode, the reservoir containing only water was isolated from
the electrochemical cell and nitrogen was bubbled through until no oxygen
could be detected (A to B in Figure ZT). At B the nitrogen was shut off
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and the flask sealed. Since there was no increase in "xygen pressure from
B to C 7 and thus no appreciable leaks were found, air was bubbled through
until saturation with oxygen was certain (point D). The reservoir was sealed
off from D to E during which time the oxygen pressure decreased only very
slightly. At point E sufficientformaldehyde was introduced into the reservoir
to make the concentration of formaldehyde equal to I percent. There were
no dramatic effects. The pressure of oxygen measured increased very
slightly.
In the feces-water experiment described above (Figure 26), for-
maldehyde was introduced at point E to make the final concentration
l-percent formaldehyde. Oxygen consumption immediately ceased. For-
maldehyde is known to be a bactericidal agent.
l(c) Evidence that the micloorsanisms in the anode compartment were
active and could con;ribute to aerobic metabolism of feces
The reservoir was connected to the anode compartment and a feces-
water mivture was recirculated. No potential was applied to the anode.
Air was blown through the reservoir until the mixture was saturated with
oxygen (A to B in Figure 28). The _ir supply was shut off, the reservoir
sealed, and recirculation continued. Oxygen consumption was rapid (B
to C). At C the circul'atingpump was shut off and the reservoir was again
saturated with oxygen by blowing air through it until point D. The air was
then shut off and the reservoir sealed. The rate of oxygen consumption
without recirculation (D to E) was considerably lower than with circulation
(D to C}. To prove that this was not because of depletion of medium, the
pump was started a; E and oxygen consumption resumed at the more rapid
rate. At F air was blown through again and oxygen saturation was reached
at G. The oxygen meter was still operating properly.
Without recirculation, only the microorganisms in the reservoir
contributed to oxygen consumption. With recirculation the microorganisms
in the anode compartment also reduced the oxygen content of the growth
medium.
l(d} Evidence that oxygen could be generated electrocher,_ically at an
anode covered with microbial growth without dislodging the growth
Several experiments similar to those shown as points A to D in
Figure 29 and as Figure 30 were made. Voltage to attain curreuts of 25
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to 200 mA were applied and were left on for 1 to 18 hrs. No signs of
I dislodgement of the growth covering the anode could be seen. The growth
medium was supplied at such a rate that it dripped over the anode and
was removed at such a rate that fluid did not accumulate in the anode
chamber.
l(e) Evidence that the____oxygen generated at the anode would support
microbial growth at the anode
A feces-water mixture in the reservoir was recirculated through
the anode chamber at such a rate that it dripped over the anode and did
not accumulate in the anode chamber. The reservoir was flushed with
nitrogen until no more oxygen could be detected (from A to B in Figure 29).
The nitrogen was shut off, the reservoir sealed, and voltage applied so
that the current was 200 mA. The fluid was saturated with oxygen at C
and the power was shut off. Oxygen was consumed from C to D at rates
comparable to the rates obsc.rved when the system was saturated with
oxygen by mechanical aeration. This was repeated many times in other
experiments. At point D voltage was applied again so that the current was
200 mA. At point E the current was reduced to 20 mA, whereupon the
z_ oxygen concentration remained almost constant, demonstrating that oxygen
was being supplied at the rate it was being consumed by the microbial
population. At point E the current was increased again to 200 mA until
oxygen saturation was reached at point G, at which time power was shut
off. Oxygen consumption was again demonstrated by the drop in level from
G to H. At H the current once aLain was reduced to 20 mA, and again the
oxygen concentration stayed constant, demonstrating no radical change in
microbial population or oxygen consumption over the period of this experiment.
It is clear that oxygen could be supplied at levels below that chosen
for these experiments. It must be pointed out, however, that if the oxygen
were generated at such a rate that all the oxygen were consumed by the
microbial population, some degree of anaerobic growth would be induced.
The oxygen is generated at the electrode and must be transferred to the
bacteria by a process in which it is dissolved in the aqueous medium and
transferred to the microorganisms by diffusion. There must, therefore,
be enough oxygen dissolved to reach the m_.croorganisms in the region of the
growth layer furthest from the electrode in sufficient concentration to
maintain growth. If insufficient oxygen is present and if, as is certainly
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the case, there are facultative anaerobic bacteria present (bacteria that
may metabolize in the presence or absence of oxygen}, anaerobic metabolism
will be initiated. In order, then, for aerobic metabolism to be maintained,
oxygen must be generated at such a rate that sufficient dissolved oxygen
is present in the microbial growth layer and in the growth medium effluent
to prevent anaerobic metabolism from taking place. Therefore there
must always be an excess of oxygen over that required for growth of the
microorganisms, and there must always be excess oxygen dissolved in
the working fluid.
l(f) Evidence that oxygen could be supplied electrochemically at such a
constan_ ratethat exactly the needs for microbial growth could be
supplied
The feces-water mixture in the reservoir was circulated through
the anode chamber at such a rate that it dripped over the microbial growth
layer and was removed at such a rate that it did not accumulate in the
anode chamber. The results are shown in Figure 30. At A nitrogen was
bubbled through the reservoir until no more oxygen could be detected.
The nitrogen was shut off, the reservoir was sealed, and oxygen was
generated with a current of 300 mA. At oxygen saturation (point C), the
current was shut off and oxygen consumption was demonstrated until D.
At this point voltage was applied :G provide a constant current of 20 mA.
Oxygen consumption remained constant for the remaining 4 hours of the
experiment (point E), demonstrating that there was no dramatic increase
or decrease in oxygen consumption over this period of time.
2. Experiments Based on Both Oxygen Consumption and Carbon Dioxide
Evolution
2(a) Determination of the extent of carbon dioxide evolution from feces-
water mixtures in the absence of oxygen (anaerobic condition)
The reservoir was equipped with both oxygen- and carbon dioxide-
sensitive electrodes. For a control experiment, the reservoir was filled
with water and nitrogen was bubbled through the water until no oxygen or
carbon dioxide could be detected. The nitrogen was shut off and the
reserveir was sealed; no detectable rise in carbon dioxide concentration
could be detected.
_ The reservoir was next filled with a feces-water mixture and
connected to the anode compartment. The mixture was recirculated at
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such a rate that the growth medium dripped over the microbial growth
covering the anode and was removed at such a rate that no fluid accumulated
in the anode compartment. Carbon dioxide-free nitrogen was bubbled
through the reservoir until no more oxygen could be detected, then the
nitrogen was shut off and the reservoir was sealed. The pressure of carbon
dioxide rose at the rate shown in curve (1) of Figure 31 starting at point
B, probably as a result of anaerobic metabolism.
2(b) Evidence of a correlation between oxygen consumption and carbon-
dioxide evolution
Experiment 2(a) was repeated except that air was bubbled through
the reservoir instead of nitrogen. When the fluid was saturated with
oxygen (point A, top curve, Figure 31). The air was shut off and the
reservoir was sealed. Oxygen was consumed and the carbon dioxide
concentration increased as in curve (2). The rate of carbon dioxide
increase was about double if oxygen was present, demonstrating that
carbon dioxide was being evolved as oxygen was consumed. It is known
that feces is composed in part of facultative anaerobic bacteria. It is
likely that carbon dioxide is evolved in the absence of oxygen because of
anaerobic metabolism.
2(c) Determination of the pH chan_e during the course of these experiments
The pH of the feces-water mixture was measured before and after
recirculation over the microbial growth in the anode chamber. The pH
of the initial preparation was 6.8. After 90 minutes, it had dropped to
6.0.
3. Experiment based on COD
Evidence that the feces-water growth medium was utilized by the
microbial population
The experimental arrangement was that of experiment 2(b). Oxygen
was generated, using a current of 50 ma. After 48 hrs a sample of the
feces-water mixture was removed and the COD was determined. A
reduction of 45 percent was found to have taken place during the experi-
ment from comparison of this COD value with that determined for the
feces-water mixture before itwas acted upon by the microbial system.
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4. SUGGESTED PLANS FOR THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF
i WASTE TREATMENT WITH MICROBIOLOGICAL FIXED BEDS
An experimental fixed-bed system for the microbio:ugical degradation
of feces that utilizes electrochemically generated oxygen at the bed suppori:
to maintain aerobic conditions has been operated successfully. There is
no longer any question whether it can be done; it only remains to be seen
how well it can be adapted to the constraints put upon it by the systems to
which it must relate. Requirements include the varieties and quantities
of waste it must handle, the products permitted or required, the lifetime
of operation, the size, shape, and weight of the system, and successful
operation under the environmental conditions to be encountered. These
latter conditions include gravitational fields, temperature, pressure, and
radiation considerations. The performance of carefully designed models
must be determined to evaluate how well these designs will permit achieve-
ment of the desired results.
The aerobic microbiological fixed-bed system is versatile, requiring
only shutting off of power to the electrodes to convert it to an anaerobic
system. The voltage applied to the electrodes may be adjusted to maintain
oxygen at different degrees of saturation and to deliver oxygen at an optimum
rate. Experiments can be devised to determine how well operating conditions,
such as microbial population, flow rate, feed composition, oxygen supply
rate, acidity, and salt concentration may be adjusted so that over-all
processes result in the desired product_. Examples of products are inor-
ganic salts for growing edible bacteria such as H)rdrogenomonas eutropha,
microorganisms for direct use as food, and potable water.
A long-range program for developing the microbiological fixed-
bed system for the treatment of human waste would include examination
of the following factors:
l} Pretreatment of waste {urine, feces, wash water)
Questions such as the desirability of eparating the
varieties of waste or adding substances to the waste
to facilitate the formation of desired products can be
re solved.
t
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l 2) Waste Composition
The range of composition of the waste materials under
different conditions (e. g. , different diets) and the best
operating conditions for treatment of these wastes should
be determined. The use of synthetic feeds will lead to
generalizations concerning the performance of the
treatment system under different operating conditions.
3) Effect of Physical Variables
Those variables pertinent to field operating conditions
or to optimization of reaction conditio,_s should be ex-
amined. These may include temperatuce, pH buffers,
other additives, organic loading, electrode cc:nposition,
current density, voltage, and electrode and e1_ctrolyte
resistance.
4) System Design
Factors such as the shape and composition of electrodes
and merr%brane and the design of the containing vessel
need to be considered. The advantages or disadvantages
of settling tanks and of single-pass, multiple-pass, and
parallel operation of units require study, as well as the
possibility of flowing the feed through a filled anode com-
partment as opposed to trickling or dripping the feed
mixture over the surface of the microbial bed.
5) Determination of Performance and Efficiency
This aspect is concerned primarily with the acquisition
of the analytical data required to characterize the system
with respect to performance and to facilitate design of
other units. The most useful over-all data would measure
the fraction of feed converted to categories of product under
different operating conditions, such as those described
above.
It is not possible to determine microbiological efficiency
from COD alone, because not only may unreacted waste
components pass out with the effluent, but also micro-
organisms grown on the waste feed within the system.
Both are oxidizable, and contribute to COD values and
thus cannot be distinguished by this method. Similarly,
undegraded waste or portions of undegraded waste
trapped in the system cannot be distinguished from
actually degraded waste by changes in over-all solids or
COD, unless some sort of mass balance is made. Mass
balances may be made of carbon (including carbon in
gaseous carbon dioxide and, if present, in hydrocarbons),
nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorous. Determination of
the forms in which these elements appear in the feed
and effluent would enable calculation of the effectiveness
of the system in Converting waste to the useful varieties
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of products and thus make it possible to estimate how
parameters can be varied to improve operating charac-
teristics. The chemical elements composing the waste
influent and effluent may be present in the form of volatile
and nonvolatile, soluble and insoluble, organic and in-
organic substances. These include microorganisms,
proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, sulfates, phosphates,
nitrates, carbonates, ammonium salts, carbon dioxide,
and methane. It is important to know how much of each
is present and the degree to which they have been changed
in concentration. For the cases of certain classes of sub-
stances, such as proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and micro-
organisms, it is important to know whether they have changed
in variety. All these measurements may be made under the
various conditions of operations discussed previously, and
should be selected to observe the effects of design changes,
environmental variables, and electrochemical variables
on the performance of the system.
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